
Thank you for purchasing a Snap Dragon Guitar. Here we'll help you look after your new guitar 
and make sure you get the best out of it for years to come. 

PLAYING AND STORAGE

With your Snap Dragon Guitar you will have received two Velcro string tidies (one of which is a 
spare) and a neck brace with a strap. When playing your Snap Dragon guitar, all you need to 
do is remove the neck brace, switch the neck into the playing position and remove the string 
tidy. When string the guitar in the carry bag:

1) Put the Velcro string tidy on the neck loosely at the top, slide down the neck until 
secure.

2) Place the neck brace just in front of the bridge on your guitar (in front of the bridge 
pickup on electrics) with the strap on the treble side.

3) Fold the neck to be parallel with the body, and wrap the strap over the neck to encase 
all the strings. 

4) Store in the case. 

CHANGING STRINGS

The first thing to remember is that your Snap Dragon is essentially no different from any other 
guitar you may own! If you look after it and maintain the strings and set up of the guitar, It 
will give you back hours of great playtime. We recommend .011-048 gauge strings for all our 
guitars (phosphor bronze for acoustic, Nickel for electric) .040-090 gauge for our Bass guitars, 
and .010-046 for our 25.5” scale length guitars. To change the strings.

1) Loosen the locking machine heads (counter clockwise)
2) Change the string
3) Thread string with a small amount of slack. Multiple winds are not preferable on a 

locking machine head and can cause tuning instability. 1 solid wind is preferable. On the
G, B and high E strings we recommend threading the string through the post a second 
time for extra stability. 

4) Tighten locking machine head (clockwise) and tune to pitch. 

MANTAINING YOUR SNAP DRAGON

You will have received some alan keys with your Snapdragon guitar

• large – for truss rod adjustment
• medium – for neck grub screw
• small – for saddle adjustment

PLEASE NOTE – If you bought any of our acoustic options (Mini TraXe, Snapaxe A, etc) You 
will not have received the small key.

All our guitars are set up before delivery by our in house tech. We recommend you only 
undertake in truss rod and saddle adjustments if you are confident with guitar maintenance.  

Over time, the neck and strings can become unaligned. If the strings are too close to either 
edge of the fret board, this can be adjusted with the neck grub screw. If the strings are too 
close to the treble side of the fret board, using the black alan key, turn the screw clockwise. If 
they are too close to the bass side, turn the screw counter clock wise. 

FOR ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT US VIA EMAIL, WE'RE HAPPY TO
HELP


